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INTRODUCTION 
Given an equicontinuous sequence (7’J of positive operators on Lp@), 
1 <p < co, where I denotes the Lebesgue measure on [0, 11, it can be easily 
deduced from Korovkin’s original theorem (cf. [ 131) that 
lim TJ=f 
“-CC 
for all fE Lp@), 
provided that lim,,, T,, gi = d for j = 0, 1, 2 and g(x) = x (x E [0, 1 I). More 
generally, consider an arbitrary positive Radon measure ,B on a Z-compact, 
locally compact space X. A subset M c Lp&) is called a Korovkin system in 
Lp@) if lim,,, T,h = h for all h E M implies lim,,, TJ = f for all 
f E Lp@), whenever (T,) is an equicontinuous sequence of positive operators 
on Lp(u). 
The aim of this note is to give a complete and simple description of all 
finite Korovkin systems in Lp@). To outline the main result let us first 
review the corresponding characterization of finite Korovkin systems in the 
space To(X) of all continuous, real-valued functions on X vanishing at 
infinity instead of Lp(u). In this case the description is an easy consequence 
of Caratheodory’s theorem and the results of [3]. For n linearly independent 
functions h, ,..., h, (n E N) to form a Korovkin system in go(X) the following 
condition is necessary and sufficient: 
For every x E X and every choice of n + 1 non-negative real numbers 
aI Y-*.3 a,+ 1 and points x, ,..., x,+ , E X such that 
It+1 
C aihj(xi) = h,(x) for all j = l,..., Iz, 
i=l 
it follows that ClT: ai = 1 and xi =x whenever ai # 0. When X is a 
compact subset of IR”’ (m E N), a weaker statement is due to Saskin [ 151 
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and, in the generai case, to Fiosser [lo). Remarkably, a similar statement, 
modified by p-negligible sets, also characterizes finite Korovkin systems in 
L”(p). Let h, ,..., h, be n linearly independent functions in the space Pp(p) of 
all pth power p-integrable, real-valued functions on the Z-compact, locally 
compact space X, and let M = ( [h I I,..., [h, ] } denote the set of equivalence 
classes of the hi, 1 < i < n, the equivalence relation being y-a.e. equality in 
P”(U). M is a Korovkin system in Lp&) if there exists a p-negligible set 
N c X such that for every x E x\N and every choice of n + 1 non-negative 
real numbers a1 ,..., a,,+, and points x1 ,..., x,+ , E x\N satisfying 
IS+1 
r] aihj(Xi) = hj(X) 
i=I 
for all j = l;..., n 
it follows that Clz: ai = 1 and xi =x whenever cli # 0. 
Although this condition is also necessary, provided that X is second coun- 
table, the proof of the necessity will be omitted here, since it is fairly 
complicated (see, however, 18 1). 
0. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
Let X be a Z-compact, locally compact topological space and let P be a 
positive Radon measure on X. Given p E [ 1, co [, we denote by Yp the linear 
space of all functions f: X-+ IR such that Ifl” is p-integrable, Endowed with 
the -VP-seminorm f~-+ (1 IJjp d~)“~, Pp is a complete locally convex space. 
Hence, if HP := {f E -VP: f = 0 p-a.e. 1, the quotient space Lp := jsp/~~p is a 
Banach space, and with the induced ordering, it is in fact a Banach lattice. 
We shall not explicitly distinguish ~etween~u~ctio~s in Y* and equivalence 
classes of functions in Lp, since the meaning will always become clear from 
the context. 
Given a non-negative numerical function a: X-* R U (+a, ), the vector 
lattice ideal generated by a in ~2’~ will be denoted by Pa, i.e., 
.S$ = {fE 9”: if I< aa for some a > 0). 
We shall fix a linear subspace Z of .5Ypp, H being the corresponding 
subspace in I?“. For a p-measurable numerical function g: 
X+ IR U {-00, +co) we set 
Z, := {h EZ k >gp-a,e.} and Zg := {h EZ h <gs-a.e.}. 
The set &t t= {MA: A cZ~, A z 0, A finite} is then downward directed. 
Similarly, c&ag := {sup A: A cz$V, A # 0, A finite) is upward directed. The 
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corresponding subsets of Lp will be denoted by Hg, H,, # and gg, respec- 
tivel y. 
Finally, the Korovkin closure Kor(H) of H is the set of all fE Lp such 
that lim,_, TJ = f in Lp, whenever (T,,) is an equicontinuous sequence of 
positive operators on Lp satisfying lim,,, T,h = h for all h E H. By abuse 
of language, we use the same notation Kor(X), the Korovkin closure of 3, 
for the set of all functions in Pp belonging to equivalence classes in Kor(H). 
1. DESCRIPTION OF THE KOROVKIN CLOSURE 
The following theorem provides a first description of Kor(H). As 
announced in the introduction it turns out to be an exact characterization of 
the Korovkin closure (cf. [B]), but we shall only prove the sufficiency part. 
1.1 THEOREM. An element f E Lp is contained in the Korovkin closure of 
H if there exists a pth power ,a-integrable, numerical function a: X-, IO, co ] 
such that for every E > 0 lim,,k,if_M k V f = f = lim,,,,, k A f (with respect 
to the Lp-norm).’ 
Prooj Consider an equicontinuous sequence (T,) of positive operators 
on Lp such that lim,,, T,,h = h for all h E H. Given E > 0, there exists 
k E I?,-,, satisfying ]( k V f - f ]I < E. Let A be a finite, non-empty subset of 
H f-Ea such that k = infA. Using the continuity of the inf-operation we can 
find a natural number n, E M such that 
It follows from the positivity of the operators T, that 
T,,(f-ea)<T,,k< A T,,h=k+ 
LEA (($A Tnh) -k) 
<f+WVf-f)+ ((h W)-k). 
Hence II(T,,f -f)‘II 6 E II T,all -I- 2.5 Q (2 + m I/all)&, where m := supnEN(]T,,I]. 
Since E > 0 was arbitrary, we obtain limn+co (T,f - f)’ = 0. 
Similarly, using the condition lirnkem+<= k Af = f for all E > 0, we 
conclude that lim,,, (T, f - f )- = 0, which yields lim,,, T,, f = J m 
’ The symbols A, V denote the infimum and supremum operation, respectively. We write 
A,,,fi for the infimum and V,,,A for the supremum of a bounded family (A),,, in L”. 
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Although the statement of Theorem 1.1 is useful in some applications, it is 
not very practical. In order to obtain a better description of Kor(H), we 
assume from now on that Z, and correspondingly H, has a countable 
algebraic basis. If (a,) is a sequence of p th power p-integrable, non-negative, 
numerical functions on X and a, := 2”max (1, (‘j /anIP dp)“p) for all n E IN, 
then b := C,“r aJa, is a pth power g-integrable numerical function on X 
such that P*,c 4p, for all n E N. Hence there is a pth power p-integrable 
numerical function a: X-1 IO, co] such that xc Pa. Given such a function 
a and fE Yap let 
.P(x> = wf: hi;:- 
f(l 
h(x) and ,I%> = 2: ht>yta 4x1 
for each xEX, where sup #=-co and inf (6= co, 
1.2. PROPOSITION. Let f E Pep and a: X-+ IO, co] be a pth power p- 
integrable, numeri~ai function such that f & ip, and Z c i4, a Then~ andp 
are ~-measurable numerical functions on X satisfying ~ <f <p y-a.e. 
Proof: Let ]] . ]la denote the Minkowski functional of the order interval 
[-a, a] in Pp. Then ]( . ]ln is a seminorm on Y0 and ]]g]10 = 0 *g(x) = 0 for 
all x E X, := { y E X: a(y) < co } whenever g E Y*. Let & be a countable 
]] + //,-dense subset of R. Since, for every x E X, and E > 0, 
which yields the p-measurability off”. Moreover, the inequality p > f - &a, 
valid p-a.e. for all E > 0, implies f” >f p-a.e. Since -(q)’ =/“, this 
completes the proof. 1 
1.3. THEOREM. Let fE .Vp and a: X-+ IO, to] be a pth power ,u- 
integrable, numerical function such that f E YG and R’ c YO. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) lim,,g,-m k V f = f = limketifcra k A f in Lp for all E > 0, 
(ii,) f” = f =pp-a.e,’ 
*According to our convention we use the same symbols for functions in 9’ and the 
corresponding equivalence classes in L’. Obviously, statement (i) has to be interpreted in LP 
while statement (ii) is concerned with y-measurable functions. 
5%0142,&t 
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Proo$ (i) + (ii): Let E > 0 be given. Since limkegj-ra k A f = f and fifWCa 
is downward directed, we obtain inf,,k,- a ~ k A f = f ,u-a.e. and, consequently, 
Since E > 0 was arbitrary, we conclude that $” <f y-a.e. Hence it follows 
from Proposition 1.2 that p = f p-a.e. Similarly, if limk,g+e. k A f = f for all 
E > 0, then p = f ,u-a-e. 
(ii) + (i): Suppose that p =f ,u-a.e. Then infk,k- k <:f p-ax. for each 
E > 0. Hence, passing to a countable, )I . j/,-dense sub& 4 of A? as in the 
proof of Proposition 1.2 we obtain inf,,g+ k V f =A which, by the order 
continuity of the norm in Lp, implies that hmkE*,-en k V f = f. Similarly, the 
equality j‘a = fp-a.e. yields limkeH,+C. k A f = f in Lp for each E > 0. i 
1.4. COROLLARY. If a, b: X + IO, co ] are pth power p-integrable, 
numerical functions such that f E Ya, Z c YGf b > a, and ifp = f = f” pu- 
a.e., then fb =f=p p-a.e. 
1.5. LEMMA. Let a: X -+ 10, co] be a pth power y-integrable function and 
let K)naN be a sequence of pairwise disjoint, compact subsets of X such that 
a 11(, is real-valued and continuous for each n E N and p(x\U,,, K,) = 0. 
Then there exists a pth power p-integrable function b: X-, IO, 00 ] satisfying 
the following conditions~ 
(i) a < b on X, 
(ii) b ]k, is real-valued and continuous for each n E N, 
(iii) for every E > 0 there is an nE E N such that 
AC:=(xEX:a(x)>eb{x)}t 9 K,. 
n=i 
Proof If A is a p-measurable subset of X, let 1, denote the characteristic 
function of A. Since (a . lX,u;zIK,)mEN is a decreasing sequence of p th power 
p-integrable functions satisfying inf,,, a . lx,Gz,x, = 0 ,u-a.e., there is, for 
each 2 E N, an m, E N such that 
1. 
J 
aPdp C-f_ 
X\gY ,fG 2” 
If we set B, := tJy:, K, and B, := U~!$,,+, K, (1 E N), we can define b: 
X -+ 70, co] as follows: 
44 if xEB,, 
b(x) = v f a(x), if xEB,,lE N, 
00, if xEX\U B,=X\U K,. 
IEN IlEN 
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b is pth power p-integrabie, since 
Clearly, the function b satisfies conditions (i) and (ii). In order to show (iii), 
let E > 0 be given, and choose 1 E N such that E . (r/l > 1. For all 
xE L$d%?u @vJn,N K,) we deduce &b(x) > E + e/i. a(x) 2 a(x). Hence 
A, c u;J, B, = (Jr: I K,, which completes the proof. 1 
1.6. DEFINITION. Let LI: X+ IO, 0~) ] be a pth power p-integrable, 
numerical function and let x E X be given. Then 9:(Z) denotes the set of 
all positive linear functionals o on YG such that p(h) = h(x) for all 
hEZn4P, and a, is bounded on (gEY0:lgl<u}.3 
1.7. THEOREM. Given fE Pp and a pth power ~-integrable function 
a: X-+ 10, UJ ] such that f E YQ and 2’~ 4y,, there exists a pth power ,a- 
integrable function b: X-+ IO, 001 such that the following conditions hold: 
(i) a<bonX, 
(ii) for every E > 0 the set A, := {x E X: a(x) > eb(x)f is relatively 
compact, 
(iii) if g E R + Rf or g = b, then gj,-* is real-valued and continuous 
for each E > 0, 
(iv) for every E > 0 ,U IA, has support A,, 
(v) f”(x) = sup{q(f): up E 9f@)j and f’(x) = inf @,Gf): cp E 
9$F)} fir all x E X satisfying b(x) < 00. 
ProoJ: Since 2’ has a countable algebraic basis, an obvious modification 
of Lusin’s theorem shows that there is a sequence (KL) of disjoint, compact 
subsets of X such that al,;, f 1”; and hi,, are continuous for all h E Z, 
n E N, and dNJ,,,N K;) = 0. If, for each n E N, K, is the support of the 
measure p IKL induced by p on KL, then K, is compact, p(K;\K,) = 0 and 
p(e) z 0 for every subset 4 c K, which is open relative to K,. Furthermore, 
the set 
A’ :=x\ u K, = (rr\“ljN K) U ,(3, (K:‘Kn) 
nsN 
is p-negligible. 
’ Note that a may attain the value 03, hence, in general, a & i”,, thus p(a) is not defined. 
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By Lemma 1.5, there exists a pth power p-integrable function 
b:X-+ IO, co] satisfying the conditions (i)-(iii) of Lemma 1.5. Since, for 
every E > 0, there exists a natural number np such that A, c lJ:2 r K,, and 
since A, is relatively open in lJE:, K,, it remains to prove (v). 
If c: X-+ IR U {-co ) is p th power p-integrable, has continuous restrictions 
to A, for each E > 0 and satisfies c(x) = --03 whenever b(x) = co (x E X), 
we claim that h(x) > c(x) for aZZ x E X, h E 4. Since this inequality clearly 
holds, when c(x) = -co, we may assume that b(x) < co. Then x E A, for 
some E > 0 and the set { y E A,: h(y) < c(y)} is empty by condition (iv), 
being a ,U /,;negligible subset of A,, which is open relative to A,. In 
particular, for c =f - 6b we obtain h > f - 6b on X for each 6 > 0 and 
h E &;-sb. Hence, if x E X is such that b(x) < co, p E S:(R) and m := 
wIrp(g):gE%,g<bj, then 
Kf) - h(x) = df- A) < am for each h E q...sb. 
Hence df I< am + infhE+ab h(x). Since 6 > 0 was arbitrary, we conclude 
that p(f) Z@(X). Th us, SUP M.f): v1 E ew)i mx). 
Conversely, consider the numerical functional g t--+ g*(x) on Yb. Given 
g E P6, there exists r > 0 such that g > -rb. Consequently, h E Q??(~+ rjb for 
each h E q-b, By the preceding remark, we therefore obtain h > -(I + 1)b 
on X, which yields 
gb(x) 2 hJcgi-b h(x) > -(r i- l)b(x) > -co. 
We claim that, moreover, g I+~~(x) is sublinear and lower semicon- 
tinuous on A$ with respect to the order unit seminorm I] . &. If g, , g, E y”b 
and E > 0, then 
&” g,+g2-Eb =~,-~~/2~b + qz-fd2,bt 
which implies infh--‘gl+g2-c.6 W < infbt3g,-,,2,b&l + infbE+-cJ2j6 W. 
Since E > 0 was arbitrary, we deduce that g, +gi(x) <g(x) +&x). 
Clearly, g I--+ f*(x) is positively homogeneous, if we set 0 . co = 0. In order 
to prove the lower semicontinuity of g ti d(x), fix g, E &$b and a < g:(x). 
Then there exists an E > 0 such that infh,R80-cb h(x) > a. For every g E yb 
satisfying ]I g - g, ]lb < s/2 we deduce g’“(x) > infhEzg--($l,b h(x) > a from the 
inclusion dik”,-cJz,~ c GP&~. 
By an extended version of the Hahn-Banach theorem a lower semicon- 
tinuous, numerical, sublinear fictional s defined on a locally convex space 
is the upper envelope of the continuous linear forms dominated by s (cf. (11, 
Theorem 51 or [ 1, Theorem 2.1 I]). Hence there exists a continuous linear 
fOrm rp on Pb such that q(f) > a and p(g) <g”(x) for 811 g E -?i$. !?iinCe 
q(g) < gb(x) < 0 whenever g < 0, v, is positive. Finally, for each h ER 
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rp(h) < 6”(x) = h(x), which implies that 9 E St<-, since 2’ is a linear 
subspace of Pb. Thus, lb(x) = sup {qdf): u, E Se(Z)}. Similarly, p(x) = 
inf {f&f>: q E 9i(e}. I 
1.8. Remark. The assumption that H should possess a countable 
algebraic basis does not restrict the generality of the results of this section. 
In fact, if fE Lp and H is an arbitrary linear subspace of L”, then 
f~ Kor (H) ifffE Kor (H,) for some vector subspace H, of H with a coun- 
table algebraic basis. The proof follows easily from the characterization of 
Kor (H) given in Theorem 1.1 (it depends, however, on the fact that the 
statement of Theorem 1.1 actually characterizes Kor (H) and does not 
merely provide a sufficient condition for describing Kor (H)). 
2. Z-REPRESENTING MEASURES AND FUNCTIONALS 
As in the first section we shall assume that 2’ is a linear subspace of -VP, 
1 <p < co, possessing a countable algebraic basis. 
For a pth power p-integrable function a: X+ IO, co] we denote by 
(a = co } and {a < co } the sets {x E X: a(x) = co } and {x E X: u(x) < co}, 
respectively. 
2.1. DEFINITION. Given a point x E X and a pth power p-integrable 
function a: X -+ 10, 03 ] such that Z c ga, we denote by J(Z) the set of 
all positive Radon measures q on X integrating a and all functions in 2’ and 
satisfying the equality 
h dp = h(x) for all h E 27 
The measures in ~‘&P) are called Z-representing measures for x deter- 
mined by a. 
2.2. THEOREM. If f E gp, the following are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a pth power p-integrable function a: X + IO, 03 ] such 
that f is v-integrable and 
1 f dv = f (x) for all q E Am and each x E {a < 00 }. 
(ii) lim,,~,~CO k V f = f = limkeP,+ra k A f in Lp for some pth power 
,u-integrable functron a: X + IO, co]. 
In particular, (i) implies that f E Kor (3. 
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Proof: The last statement follows immediately from Theorem 1.1. Hence 
it suffices to prove the equivalence of (i) and (ii). 
(i) * (ii): Let a: X-t IO, 00 ] be a pth power p-integrable function 
satisfying condition (i). Replacing CI by Q + c for some strictly positive 
continuous .P-function c defined on the C-compact space X, we may 
assume that Y0 contains the space x(X) of all continuous functions on X 
with compact support. Using Theorem 1.7 we obtain a pth power ,u- 
integrable function b: X-t IO, co] satisfying conditions (i)-(v) of 1.7. If 
x0 E {b < co), we claim that, for each positive linear form (DE 9~0(&p3, 
there exists an Z-representing measure q E &J+@) such that f is q- 
integrable and p(f) = ff & = f (x0). To prove this let qO,* denote set of all 
functions g E .P such that A, := {x E X ]g(x)[ > &B(x)} is relatively 
compact and bl, as well as glAc are continuous for each E > 0. If g E @O,b, 
then g’(x) := \/@j?$$ (x E X) defines a function in %& satisfying 
(g-w?+ Ema f or every E > 0. Hence the positive cones of VO,* and 
Z(X) are adapted in the terminology of [S], which implies that there exists a 
positive Radon measure q on X such that all functions in @& are q- 
integrable and ]g & = (o( g) for all g E WO,b (cf. [5, Theorem 35.43). In 
particular, $ f dq = p(f) and s h dq = cp(h) = h(x,) for all h E A? Moreover, 
J-b&+=sup {.fgh: gE%,,,g<:bJ<sup la(g): gEy”, IslGbbJ <a, 
which implies that b is q-integrable.4 Thus q E A@$P). Since x0 E fb < ot) } 
was arbitrary, it follows from condition (i) that p(f) =f (x) for all 
x E {b ( co }, o E 9!@?‘)~ Consequently, f”(x) =f(x) =fb(x) for all 
x E {b < a3 } by condition (v) of Theorem 1.7, which yields 
lim kAf=f= k!&mncb kVf inLP 
kEgf-cb 
using Theorem 1.1. 
(ii) =r (i): Choose pth power p-integrable functions a, a’: X-r IO, 00 ] 
such that f E 4p,, Z c YG, p =f =p” ,u-a.e., LI’ > a on X and {x E X: 
p(x) #p”(x)} c {a’ = co}. By Theorem 1.7, there exists a pth power p- 
integrable function b: X+ IO, co] satisfying the conditions (i)-(v) of 1.7 with 
a’ instead of a. For each x E {b < co } we then obtain 
.Pw &P’(x) dv) =f (x) =.P(x> >P’W &P(X), 
which yields /“(x) =f (x) =p(x) = ocf) for all u, E S$?‘) by 
condition 1.7(v). Thus the proof will be complete if we can show that, for 
each q E A’&?@), there exists rp E 9$?‘) such that f is q-integrable and 
PW = ff &* 
U 
4 Note that b is tpneasurable, since (b = a~} is obviously rpnegligible, .X’j{b = co) = 
ns~ B,, where B, := (x E X: a(x) > (l/n) b(x)), and 61,” is continuous for each n E D\J. The 
same argument shows that all functions g E W070.6 are q-measurable. 
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Since the positive linear form g I+ jg dq, defined on ipO n&@‘(q), is 
bounded from above on { g E 9b n.Vi(a): g < b}, there is a // . ]lb- 
continuous, positive extension o of g c-t i gdq to the space 4” (cf. 12)). 
Obviously, q E 9b,(Z). i 
In order to decide whether a given function f 65 Pp belongs to the 
Korovkin closure of 3’, only the effect of the x-representing measures on f 
is important. In fact, the proof of Theorem 2.2 shows that there is a certain 
inde~niteness of the vector sublattice of 9’* containing .Z + lF$ on which 
the Z-representing measures act as positive linear functionals, since it is 
possible to replace the pth power p-integrable function a: X-+ 10, co ] by an 
arbitrary pth power p-integrable majorant. Moreover, condition (v) of 
Theorem 1.7 indicates that we may substitute &&P’) by .P!&F), which 
means that we are dealing with “Z-representing functionals” rather than Z- 
representing measures, Indeed, there are many positive linear functionals on 
Pa that are not representable by positive Radon measures on X. (On the 
other hand, the proof of Theorem 2.2 demonstrates that the restrictions of 
positive linear forms on y0 to VO,, are representable by positive Radon 
measures on X.) 
Looking for a “natural” or minimal defining space for the Z-representing 
measures and functionals, we may suggest to substitute the set J&P) in 
Theorem 2.2(i), by the set of all positive linear forms o on &” -t- IRfsatisfying 
o(h) = h(x) for all h EZ. 
This, however, leads to a description of a subset of the Korovkin closure, 
which is in general by far smaller than Kor (Z) (cf. the proof of 
Example 2.11). Yet, if 2 is unite-dimensional, there is an “intrinsic” charac- 
terization of Kor (Z’) that realizes the concept outlined above modified by ,u- 
negligible sets. To prove this, we need the following lemma, which is closely 
related to the theorems of Daniell-Stone and Caratheodory (note, however, 
that the functions concerned are non-continuous, in general). 
2.3. LEMMA. Let Y be a non-empty set, E a linear sub~att~ce of Ry and 
let G # {O) be an r-dimensional linear subspace of E, I E N. For every 
positive linear form I on E satisfying lim,,, I(&) = 0 whenever (f,) is a 
decreasing sequence in E, such that infnEN f,( y) = 0 for all y E Y, there 
exist r points y, ,..., y, E Y and reaf numbers at ,..., a, E R + such that I(g) = 
Ci= 1 aig(yi) for ai1 g E G. 
Proof. If r = 1, there is nothing to prove. Using induction let us assume 
that r > 2 and that the assertion holds for all linear subspaces of E of 
dimension < r. The convex cone G*, of all positive linear forms on G is 
closed with respect to the unique Hausdorff linear topology on the finite 
dimensional algebraic dual G* of G. For each y E Y, let E, E GT be given by 
e,(g) = g(y), g E G. Then the convex hull C of u,,, iR + E.” is dense in GS 
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by the bipolar theorem. Suppose that II, 6Z C. Then there exists g, E G such 
that 1( g,) < 0 and r( g,) > 0 for all r E C. In particular, e,,( g,) = g,,(y) > 0 
for all y E Y, which implies that 1( g,) = 0. Let Y, := { y E Y: g,,(v) = 0} and 
choose an algebraic supplement G, of Rg, in G. If E, := {fiYO:fE E} and 
G, := (gl,,,:g E G,}, then E, is a linear sublattice of RyO and G, has 
dimension < r. Moreover, for every functionfE E such thatf< 0 on Y, the 
sequence W- ad+L is decreasing with pointwise infimum 0 on Y, hence 
l(f)+ = lim,, V(f- w,))+ < lim,+, Xcf- a)+ I= 0. Consequently, 
I(f) < 0. Hence, for every fE E satisfying f = 0 on Y,, l(f) = 0, and 1 
induces a positive linear form I, of E,. 
Finally, if (fb) is a decreasing sequence of non-negative functions in E, 
with pointwise infimum 0 on Y,, then there exists a sequence (f,) in E such 
that fn]r,=f; for each n E N. The sequence ((inf,(i<,J)-ng,)t),E, is 
then decreasing in E with pointwise infimum 0 on Y. On the other hand, 
4((inf,,i,,fi) - %d+) = ~,Kh since fk = (W,,i,.fi> - %J+ on Yo, 
Consequently, lim,,, Ii = lim,,, Z(((inf,(i(,fi) - ng,)+) = 0. From the 
induction hypothesis it follows that there exist y,,..., y, E Y, and 
a, ,..., a, E R,, where s < r, such that I(g) = I,( glyO) = Ci=, ai g(y,) for all 
g E G,, and hence for all g E G, contradicting the assumption I & C. 1 
2.4. DEFINITION. Let R be finite dimensional. Given a p-negligible set 
N c X and a point x E X set 
I 
?I+1 
4H!J(~) := x ai&,,: (Xi) E (x\N)“+‘, (CQ) E ly+1 
i=l 
ntl 
and h(x) = 2 aih(xi) for all h E 3 , 
i=l 
where n is the dimension of R and E,.~ denotes the evaluation functional 
sx,(j”) =f(xi) df~ Up). The positive linear forms in At(R) are called A?‘- 
representing jiinctionals for x (with respect to N). 
2.5. THEOREM. If AY is finite dimensional, then for every f E Lflp the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a ,a-negligible subset N c X such that 
p(f) =f (x) for all x E XjN and all a, E&!‘(Z). 
(ii) There exists a p th power p-integrable function a: X + IO, 001 such 
that lim,,gfif,. k V f = f = limAEM,+,, k A f in Lp for every E > 0. In particular, 
(i) implies that f E Kor (3). 
ProoJ (i) * (ii): Let a: X--t IO, co ] be a pth power p-integrable 
function such that 3 c yO, f E 4p, and N c {a = CO }. Given x E {a < 00 } 
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each R-representing measure q E .Mz(q induces a positive linear form I on 
E := i &+I: g E I’), since N is ~-negligible. For every decreasing 
sequence (j”,J in E with pointwise intimum 0 on x\N, we have 
lim n-“13 Z(f,) = lim,, f‘Tn dq = 0, where 
K’,(Y) = 0 for yEN 
=f,O) for y E X/N. 
Let r denote the dimension of 3. By Lemma 2.3, there exist 
Xl ,***, x,+ 1 E x\N and a, ,..., a,, , f I4 + such that err: a,g(Jri) = I( g]xw) = 
jg dq for all g EL;%” + RJ In particular, o := CT; i ai&,, E M:(Z), and 
hence J” f dq = co(f) =f(x) by condition (i). Thus, (ii) follows from 
Theorem 2.2. 
(ii) z- (i): By Theorem 2.2 there exists a gth power ~-integrable function 
a: X-+ 10, co] such that Xc ie,,fE Pa, f is @ntegrabie and Jfdq =J(x) 
for all v EM&P) and all x E {a < co }. Since J:(Z) cJ!~!(Li&o) for N := 
{a = 00 ), condition (i) follows. a 
2.6. DEFINITION. A linear subspace Hc Lp is called ~orovkjn space, if 
Kor (H) = Lp. A subset MC Lp is a Korovkin system in Lp if the linear 
space generated by M is a Korovkin space. By abuse of language we shall 
adopt the same notation for corresponding linear subspaces 8 c Yp and 
subsets J c Yp, respectively. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.5 we obtain 
2.7. THEOREM. A fmite-dimensional linear subspace G+?c~‘~ is a 
Korovkin space in yp if there exists a p-negligible set N t X such that 
df(Z) = (E,} for all x E x‘\N. 
2.8. THEOREM. A linear s~bspa~e SC 5Fp possessing a coantab~e 
algebraic basis is a Korovkin space if there exists a p th power ~-integrable 
function a: X -+ IO, 00 ] such that Zc 14, and JP&F’) = {E,} for all 
x E {a < 03 ). 
Proof. Let a: X--+ 10, co] be a ptimes p-integrable function such that 
&‘$P) = (e,j for all x E {a < a~}. We may assume w.1.o.g. that Pa is dense 
in Yp.5 By Theorem 2.2, if L, is the vector lattice ideal in Lp corresponding 
to .6$, then L, c Kor (H). Furthermore, the set of all fE Lp satisfying 
lim,+, T,, f = f is closed for each equicontinuous sequence (T,) on Lp, hence 
Kor (H) = Kor(H) = Lp. i 
’ Recall that X is Z-compact. 
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2.9. Remarks. (i) It can be shown that the converses of 2.7 and 2.8 are 
also valid, provided that X is second countable. 
(ii) The descriptions of Korovkin closure and Korovkin spaces in L* 
obtained until now remain true if we replace L*, 1 <p < co, by an arbitrary 
Banach function space of p-measurable functions possessing an order 
continuous norm. The proofs are the same as for L*-spaces. 
2.10. EXAMPLE. Let p be a positive Radon measure on (R2 such that the 
Euclidean norm is pth power p-integrable. Then the following five functions 
h , ,..., h, form a Korovkin system in .4p*(.u) for each p E [ 1, co [ 
h,(L v) = 1, MC, rl) = t-3 h,(L r> = rl, 
h4(& v) = e-(52+V2), h5((, r) = e-*(~*+“‘). 
Proof. Consider a point x0 E IR2 and x, ,..., x6 E I3 2, ai ,..., (r6 E IR + such 
that Ct=, aihj(xi) = hj(x,) for j= l,..., 5. If we define h,(x) = 
(e-lki12 _ e-l"ol12)2, where j] . ]] denotes the Euclidean norm, then h, is 
contained in the linear span A? of {h, ,..., h, }. Consequently, Cp= i cli h,(xi) = 
h,(x,) = 0, which implies that 
On the other hand, if (x, y) w  (x 1~) denotes the natural scalar product 
on IR2 then the function h(x) = (x0 ] x,, - x), x E IR2, is a member of Z 
and h(x) > 0 for all x E S\{x,}. Hence it follows from the equality 
gi=, aih(xi) = h(x,) = 0 that CF=, ais,, = ‘I%,, for some r > 0. Finally, from 
relation 1 = h,(x,) = CrzI aih,(xi) = r, we conclude that 
CL I ai&,, = E,~. Since x0 E I?* was arbitrary, we obtain X:,,(Z) = {a,,} for 
each x0 E IR2. Therefore Z is a Korovkin space in Y* by Theorem 2.7. 1 
In P, 1 <p ( co, finite-dimensional Korovkin spaces A++’ are characterized 
by the equality A:(Z) = {en} for all n E N, where E,,((&)~~~) = <, for each 
(<i)icN E Z*. The suBiciency of this condition follows immediately from 
Theorem 2.7. (The proof of necessity is not difficult in this case). This 
characterization includes earlier results of [ 121 and [lo]. 
Reviewing Example 2.10 one might expect that a finite-dimensional linear 
subspace &“c Y’* consisting only of continuous functions is a Korovkin 
space in Y*iff A’:(x) = (E,} for p-almost every x E X. By Theorem 2.7 this 
condition is obviously sufficient, but even ifX is a compact interval in IR and 
p is the Lebesgue measure on X, there are finite dimensional Korovkin 
spaces in Y* that do not satisfy the equality X‘$F’) = (Ed} for ,u-a.e. x E X. 
Moreover, the situation can not be improved by the assumption that Z 
should contain the constant functions as the corollary of the following final 
example shows. 
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The same example also demonstrates that a concept of determining the 
Korovkin subspaces of Yp, which seems to go back to Dzjadyk [9] and 
Krasnosel’skii-Lifsic [14] is not effective, in general. Let us briefly outline 
the main ideas of this concept. 
Given a linear subspace H c Lp consider the set K of all f~! Lp such that 
lim n+m T,, f = f in Lp for each sequence (T,) (not necessarily equicontinuous) 
of positive operators on Lp satisfying lim,,, T,,h = h for all h E H. It was 
shown in [6, 7 ] that K coincides with the set J/(H) of all SE Lp such that 
H,#0, Hf#O and $I; 
I 
h =f = ;~g,h. c*> 
The elements of Lp satisfying relation (*) are called H-alTine, the 
corresponding functions in Yp are the Z-afftne functions denoted by 
&‘(q. Suppose now that 2 is Jnite-dimensional, consists only of 
continuous functions and contains the constant functions. Then 
x -+ inf,.,, h(x) and x --) suphEdPl h(x) are lower and upper semicontinuous II- 
a.e., respectively. Since (*) is clearly equivalent to 
q# 0, A’@‘# 1z1 and ,$$ 
I 
h(x) =f (x) = gg h(x) ,u-a.e., 
each Z-affine function is continuous ,u-a.e. on X. Moreover, M’(H) also 
coincides with the set of all equivalence classes of functions f E V(X) such 
that lim,,, T,f =f in Lp for each sequence (T,,) of positive operators from 
g(X) into Lp satisfying lim,,, T, h = h for all h E 2’ (see [4, 71). 
Since Kor(Z) is closed, the inclusion J/(Z) c Kor(Z) holds. In 
particular, the denseness of d(8) in Yp is a sufficient condition for Z to 
be a Korovkin space in Yp. Since the Z-affine functions are pu-a.e. 
continuous and since Pp n@(X) is dense in Yp, o%? will be a Korovkin 
space in Yp, provided that J/(Z) n O(X) is dense in @Y(X) with respect to 
the YP-semi-norm. In general, however, J/(Z) may be by far smaller than 
Kor (Z). This remains true, even if we require the following additional con- 
ditions: 
(i) X is a compact interval in IR and ,u is the Lebesgue measure on X, 
(ii) OF separates the points of X, 
(iii) Z’ is a Korovkin space in Yp. 
We shall give a counterexample in 2.12 as a consequence of the following 
2.11. E&VIA Let R := &? u {-co, co) denote the two-point compac- 
titication of F? and let p be a positive Radon measure on R such that 
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(--co, co} U [-1, 1] c supp @L) and ,u((--co, co}) = 0. We define the 
continuous functions h O,..., h, : Ii7 + R by setting 
h,,(x)= ’ 
1 + /xl3 ’ 
h,(x)= x 
1 + [xl3 ’ 
h,(x) = y;,$ > 
for xc-1 
I 
1x13 - 3 
[xl3 + 1 
for xc-1 
for xE [-1, l] h4(x)= - 2h,(x) for XE [-1, l] 
for x > I 
i 
/xl3 - 55 
lx13 + 1 
for x > 1, 
whenever x E R and extended by continuity to R. IfZ is the linear subspace 
of Pp generated by {ho,..., h4}, we claim that {ho,..., h4} is a Korovkin 
system in Pp for every p E [ 1, co [ but the A?‘-affine functions are not dense 
in .Yp. 
ProoJ Since N := (-co, 00 } is p-negligible, the first part of the assertion 
will follow from the equality 
Am = {ex} for all x E R = R\N. 
To prove this, let x E R and v, EM&Y) be given. Then there exist 
xi ,..., x6 E R and non-negative real numbers ai ,..., as such that (p = 
xi”= i aisXi. It suffices to find a function h E Z satisfying 
h(x) = 0 and h(xi) > 0, 1 < i < 6, whenever xi # x. 
Indeed, it then follows from the relations 
(+I 
i cqh(x,) = h(x) = 0 
i=l 
and k aih,(xi) = h,(x) # 0 
i=l 
that a,=O, if xi#x,,, and Et= i ai = 1, which yields Cf=, ais,, = E,. If 
x E ]-co, -l[, then h = h, - 2(x + l)h, + (x2 - l)h, satisfies condition 
(+). The same holds for h = h, - 2(x - 1) h, + (x2 - l)h,, if x E 11, co [. 
Finally, let x E [-I, 11. Then the function E = h, - 3(x + 2)*/r, + 
2(x + 2)*(x - l)h, has a double zero and a local minimum at x, the second 
zero being xi := -2(x + 3) < - 4. For n sufficiently large, the function h = 
K+ nh, therefore satisfies (+). 
In order to show that J/(Z) is not dense in Yp, consider the following 
positive linear form 7, on Pp for each x E 1-1, 11: 
7,(f) = a:-“‘f(-a3) + a$-“f(-1) + ay’f(l) + aimoJ(oo), 
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where 
a(co) - 
x - 4(1 : ,x,3) ((1 -x) + 27(1 +x) - 2(x + 2)“), a:+’ = 3a$? 
a(-‘) - l-x a’l’ - 1+x 
x - 1+1x13’ X - 1+1x13’ 
It is easy to check that r,(hi) = hi(x) for i = O,..., 4. By the remarks 
preceding this example, &‘(H) is the set of all equivalence classes of 
continuous R-affine functions. It therefore suffices to show that 
d(R) n +7(R) is not dense in pp. We claim that, in fact, 
(flr-l,lI:fE~(~)nQ(R)}= VI,-,,*,: hEe7 
from which the assertion immediately follows, since [- 1, 1 J c supp @). 
Given a continuous R-affine function f we obtain h(x) = t,(h) < r,df) < 
r,(h’) = h’(x) for each h E A?, h’ E 6, and for each x E 1-1, 11, since 
{-co, -171, aJ } = supp cu). Consequently, sup,,zfQ) < r,(f) < 
WI EoYj h(x) for all x E [-1, 11. From the Z-affinity offwe therefore deduce 
that s,(f) =f(x) for p-a.e. x E [-1, 11. 
Moreover, each of the functions x t--+ c&O”), xt* a$-“, x t-+ a:‘), 
x h CL(~) defined on [-1, 1 ] is the restriction to [ - 1, 1 ] of some function in 
Z H&ce the same holds for x I+ rXdf) (x E [ - 1, 1 I). Sincef is continuous, 
fl,-I.11 =~I[-,,,I for some h E A? I 
2.12. COROLLARY. Given p E [ 1, co [, there exists a 5-dimensional linear 
subspace 2 of fT( [ - 1, I]) with the following properties: 
(i) 2 contains the constant functions and separates the points of 
I-1, 11, 
(ii) Z is a Korovkin space in Yp(u), where ,u is the Lebesgue 
measure on [-1, 11, 
(iii) the R-affine functions are not dense in .Yp@). 
ProoJ If g: [-1, l] + R is given by g(x) = x/( 1 - Ix I), then g is a 
homeomorphism of [-1, l] onto IR and the image measure g@) has support 
w. Hence, if h, ,..., h, are the functions defined in Example 2.11, we deduce 
that {h, o g,..., h, 0 g} is a Korovkin system in Yp := Yp(,u) and, if R, 
denotes the linear span of {h, o g ,..., h, o g}, then the q-affine functions are 
not dense in gp. Moreover, the function h, 0 g is strictly positive on l-1, 1 [ 
and (h, 0 g)(-1) = (h, o g)(l) = 1. Hence s := h, o g + n(h, 0 g) is a strictly 
positive function in Zg for sufficiently large n E N. 
Let A++ := {k/s: k Eq}. Then clearly J&‘(Z) = {f/s: f E d(q)), which 
shows that d(Z) is not dense in Yp. Since condition (i) is trivially 
satisfied, it remains to prove (iii). 
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Note that the positive linear mappings M, .,, M, : 4pp -+ Pp defined by 
Ms-4.f) =f,k Msdf) = .s -f are continuous isomo~hisms from .P’ onto 
itself, which are inverse to each other. Thus, if (T’,) is an equicontinuous 
sequence of positive operators on W’ such that (T, Iz),,~~ converges to h in 
LPp for each h EZ, then ((M, o T,, o Ms-l)(k)),,N converges to k (in LYp) 
for each k E 4. Consequently, ((M, 0 T,, 0 M,- l)(f)),,sN converges to f for 
each f E Yp, which yields that (TnfinEN converges to f for each f E Yp. 
Therefore, A? is a Korovkin space in Pp. i 
2.13. Remark. If A? is the linear subspace defined in Example 2.10, it 
can be shown that the continuous Z-affme functions f satisfy the following 
condition: For each r > 0 there exist a, b, c E R such that S(T, q) = 
a5 + bq + c whenever Tz + $ = r2 ((6, fjt) E IS’). 
Hence, if the support of p is R2, the Z&Tine functions are not dense in 
.5Pp, too. 
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